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GLENN COUNTY MASTER GARDENERS OFFER GREENHOUSE WORKSHOP
Glenn County Master Gardeners are presenting a workshop “Building Your Own Greenhouse” at the Vince
Simons Arena at the Orland Fairgrounds on Saturday, November 19, from 10:00 a.m. until Noon. The cost of this
workshop is $10.00. The workshop will include a demonstration of how to build a cost-effective PVC greenhouse
simply and easily. Glenn County Master Gardeners will discuss such factors as location, ventilation, temperature
control, soil, fertilization and suitable greenhouse plants. Information on high tunnel gardening will also be presented.
The workshop is appropriate for anyone who wants to garden all year around. Every season has its greenhouse
uses. In the winter, greenhouses can protect patio plants and other containerized woody plants. The spring can be a
time for germinating and growing bedding and vegetables. Summer uses include propagating root cuttings, and in the
fall, the year around gardener can start winter vegetables.
The workshop will also give the public an opportunity to order gardening and orchard books from the University
of California including the “California Master Gardener Handbook”, an indispensable 702 page text of gardening
information backed by research from the University.
Payment for the workshop can be made at the Fairgrounds on the day of the workshop or register online by credit
card at the Glenn County Master Gardener website, http://ucanr.org/sites/glennmg/Greenhouse_Workshop/.
The event will be held outdoors under cover, rain or shine. It promises to be a great chance to learn about
greenhouses as well as meet your neighbors, the Glenn County Master Gardeners, in person.
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